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ABSTRACT: The uniform horizontal distribution of volatiles over
the cross section of a fluidized bed with the purpose to obtain good
contact between volatiles and bed materials is a key issue to improve
the gas conversion in the fuel reactor of chemical looping combustion
of solid fuels. The effectiveness of the volatile distributor (VD)
concept on the lateral distribution of volatiles in a fluidized bed has
been investigated under different operational conditions using a cold-
flow model. Furthermore, the performance of the VD has been
examined using different configurations of the holes used to distribute
the volatiles. The fluidization regimes, i.e., single bubble regime, with
only one large bubble formed at a time at the bottom bed, exploding
bubble regime, with irregular bubbles containing more particles, and
multiple bubble regime, with many small bubbles formed and
distributed in the bed, are determined by visual observation of the bottom riser and analysis of the pressure fluctuations, including
frequency analysis. The VDs with uneven hole arrangements, which have less distribution holes at the simulated volatile inlet side
and a larger open area far from the inlet, provide a more even horizontal distribution of volatiles compared to the VD with equally
distributed holes. A larger simulated volatile flow and less open area of the VD increase the pressure drop over the distribution holes
and improve the horizontal distribution. In general, the VD gives a more uniform distribution of the volatiles under the exploding
bubble regime and better distribution in the single bubble regime compared to the multiple bubble regime. However, the bottom
leakage, i.e., the volatile leakage from the bottom of the VD, should be considered, especially in the single bubble regime.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the higher frequency and intensity of
weather extremes, climate change attracts more and more
attention. The CO2 concentration in the atmosphere increases
steadily and reached an annual average of 410 ppm in 2019.1

In addition, there is still a huge amount of CO2 emitted every
year, which is around 40 Gt of CO2/year in 2020.1 As a result
of the near-linear relationship between cumulative anthro-
pogenic CO2 emissions and global warming, the global
temperature will continue to increase until the net zero CO2
emission target is reached. As the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) presented in the Sixth Assessment
Report, global warming will exceed both 1.5 and 2 °C during
the 21st century unless deep reductions in CO2 and other
greenhouse gas emissions occur in the coming decades.1

Carbon removal technologies are necessary to reach the net
zero CO2 emission to compensate for residual anthropogenic
emissions for all scenarios considered by IPCC. Bioenergy
carbon capture and storage (BECCS), considered to be the
carbon removal technology with the highest potential, will play
an important role if climate targets are to be achieved.

Chemical looping combustion of biomass (bio-CLC) is a
BECCS technology, which attracts a lot of attention because it

has inherent CO2 capture and avoids costly CO2 separation
processes.2 There are more than 10 000 h of chemical looping
combustion operations with gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels in
smaller pilots, which lay a solid foundation for the large-scale
application of bio-CLC.3 Moreover, two conceptual designs of
chemical looping combustion of solid fuels with 100 and 1000
MW scale have been published.4,5 Still, pilot operation results
may not be directly applicable to the large-scale units as a
result of the different hydrodynamics.6 Several aspects
regarding scaling up based on the successful pilot operations
need investigations to facilitate the development and
industrialization of bio-CLC.

The inherent CO2 capture by CLC is achieved by the use of
two separated reactors, i.e., the air reactor and the fuel reactor.
The oxygen carriers are oxidized by air in the air reactor, and
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ideally, there is only the oxygen-depleted air being emitted
from the air reactor. The oxidized oxygen carriers are
transported to the fuel reactor, where they provide oxygen to
convert the fuel. The reduced oxygen carriers are transported
back to the air reactor to be regenerated again. Pure CO2 in
flue gas after condensation of the steam can be compressed
directly to be transported and then stored underground.
Complete combustion of biomass by oxygen carriers can be
achieved in the fuel reactor, as indicated by large-scale
experiences from chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling
(CLOU).7 However, as a result of the ash contained in solid
fuels and the higher volatile content in biomass, commercial
operation requires oxygen carriers with lower cost.2 Another
common measure to reach a complete gas conversion is oxygen
polishing, which introduces pure oxygen downstream of the
fuel reactor and oxidizes the remaining unconverted gases.8

However, oxygen production is costly and would be a main
cost when bio-CLC is applied in industry.5

Understanding the biomass conversion process in the fuel
reactor and finding out a solution to improve the gas
conversion inside would be beneficial to the bio-CLC process.
As Figure 1 shows, after the injection of biomass into the hot
fuel reactor, the drying and devolatilization happen immedi-
ately to generate char and volatiles.9 Char will go through a
slow gasification step, releasing CO and H2 that will react with
oxygen carriers and produce CO2 and H2O. Char gasification
products could be oxidized more or less completely because of
the good contact with the oxygen carriers. A huge amount of
volatiles would be formed after devolatilization because
biomass has a high content of volatiles. The substantial
volatile release in combination with the upward flow direction
of the gas may lead to a strong local plume of reducing gas near
the biomass injection port. This will yield a limited contact
between the volatiles and oxygen carriers in the fuel reactor
bed, and thereby, a large amount of volatiles may leave the
reactor unconverted. The Damköhler number, which is the
ratio of the lateral mixing time of the biomass and the relatively

long characteristic time for devolatilization, can also illustrate
the fuel mixing behavior.10 When the Damköhler number is
much less than 1, which means sufficient lateral fuel mixing is
achieved before the devolatilization is completed, a local
volatile plume could be avoided. However, the lateral
dispersion coefficient in the order of 10−3−10−2 m2/s11 on
an up-scaled basis and the devolatilization time in the scale of
100−102 s12 for larger biomass particles could give the
relationship between the Damköhler number (Da) and the
characteristic length (L) of the reactor as Da ∼ (5−500)L2.
When the characteristic length of the reactor is larger than 0.73
m (averaged from the range of 0.04−1.41 m), Da would be
larger than 1. It means that the Damköhler number would be
much larger than 1 and the local volatile plume becomes more
pronounced with commercial-size reactors with a large cross
section. The pilot operations on 1.5, 10, and 100 kW units
clearly show that the oxygen demand for the flue gas in the fuel
reactor correlates with the volatile content of the solid
fuels.13−15 Ströhle et al.16 investigated the performance of
CLC of Calenturitas coal in a 1 MWth unit and found
significant amounts of combustible gases in the fuel reactor exit
resulted from the incomplete conversion of devolatilization
and gasification products as a result of the limited gas/solid
contact in the fluidized bed. Another MW-scale operation on
bio-CLC also indicates that the volatile conversion is to a
significant extent limited by the mixing.17 The cross section of
the commercial size fuel reactor could have a characteristic
length of more than 10 m, which would give a stronger local
volatile plume.5 Hence, a more uniform distribution of volatiles
over the cross section of the fuel reactor could help with the
gas−solids contact and improve the gas conversion in the fuel
reactor.

The concept named “volatile distributor” (VD) was first
proposed in a Swedish patent, which could improve the lateral
distribution of volatiles in fluidized beds.18 In principle, the
concept includes a downward opened box located in the
bottom bed with distribution holes on the sides. The “box”

Figure 1. Biomass conversion process and pathways in the fuel reactor.
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composed of arms allows for a distribution of volatiles over the
cross section. The limited open area of the distribution holes
on the sides allows for volatiles to spread out across the box
and be introduced evenly in the bed, thus avoiding a local
plume formation. Lyngfelt and Leckner5 applied this concept
into the conceptual design of a 1000 MWth boiler for CLC of
solid fuels. Gogolev et al.19 implemented a VD in a 10 kWth
unit for bio-CLC, which exhibits improved gas conversion
efficiency in the fuel reactor. Li et al.20 introduced the VD
concept and evaluated the performance of the VD under
different fluidization velocities and flow rates of simulated
volatiles in a cold-flow model fluidized bed.

The gas−solids flow is strongly related to the fluidization
regime established in the bottom dense bed, where
devolatilization, char gasification, and oxidation of the
gasification products or volatiles mainly take place. The
hydrodynamics of the bottom bed and the performance of
different VDs under different fluidization regimes are therefore
of great interest. The current pilot operations on CLC of solid
fuels are usually conducted with low fluidization velocities, less
than 1 m/s.7,9,16,21−24 However, most publications do not
report any information about the pressure drop over the air

distributor, which may give different fluidization regimes in the
dense bed.25,26 Furthermore, commercial boilers are normally
operated with a relatively smaller pressure drop over the air
distributor as a result of economic interests, yielding the single
bubble or exploding bubble regime at low and higher
fluidization velocities, respectively.26

This work aims to investigate the performance of different
VD designs under different fluidization regimes and with
different air distributors. In this way, the authors want to lay
the foundation for future large-scale implementation of the VD
concept to improve lateral mixing of the gas and, thereby, gas
conversion in fluidized beds, of central importance for
technologies like CLC but also applicable for other fluidized
bed technologies.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental System. The fluidized bed unit used, shown

in Figure 2, consists of the wind box, the riser, and the cyclone. The
length, width, and height of the riser are 700, 120, and 8500 mm,
respectively. The front side of the riser is Perspex glass, which allows
for visual observation of the inside. There are two different perforated
plates used as the air distributor, which have 198 and 1660 holes with

Figure 2. Fluidized bed cold flow model with the VD and the pressure/concentration measurement system (the red dashed-line rectangle shows
the position of the VD).
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a diameter of 2 mm, named AD198 and AD1660 in the following,
respectively. The open areas of AD198 and AD1660 are 0.7 and 6.2%
of the total cross section. The perforated plates are covered by a fine
metal mesh to prevent bed materials from dropping into the wind box.

Primary air from two fans was injected into the wind box as the
fluidization gas. Another flow of air from the fans together with the
tracer gas, which is CO2, was injected into the riser from the bottom
front window to simulate the volatiles.

There are 27 taps in total for pressure measurements, as indicated
by the red dots in Figure 2. The one for the wind box was installed at
the right side of the wind box. The one for the inside of the VD was
installed at the top right corner of the VD, shown as the pink circle
with a cross in Figure 2. The remaining ones are distributed along the
height of the riser with closer proximity between the ports in the first
meter above the air distributor. Huba Control type 663 pressure
transmitters are used to measure the differential pressures to obtain
the specific pressure at a certain height. All of the pressure
measurement data are recorded at a frequency 50 Hz.

Two series of gas sampling tubes are located at the back side of the
riser to measure the tracer gas concentration using a gas analyzer, i.e.,
X-STREAM Enhanced XEGK. The tubes reach 40 mm deep into the
bed. The higher series has six ports, i.e., HSV1, HSV2, HSV3, HSV4,
HSV5, and HSV6, as shown in Figure 2, which are used to identify the
horizontal distribution of the volatiles at a height 109 mm above the
distribution hole level of the VD. The lower series consists of six
sampling ports, i.e., LSV1, LSV2, LSV3, LSV4, LSV5, and LSV6,
which are used to indicate if there is any leakage of volatiles from the
bottom of the VD. The lower series is located at a height 24 mm
above the lower edge of the VD. The lateral positions of the two series
of tubes from the left side are 124, 215, 306, 397, 480, and 579 mm,
respectively. The higher and lower level vertical positions are 483 and
138 mm, as shown in Figure 2. One more sampling tube was installed
at the top right corner of the VD from the front glass side, which can
be used to measure the tracer gas concentration inside the VD. The
gas sampled from each tube flows through a filter and enters the gas
analyzer for detection at a volume flow of 1 Ln/min. Besides, the gases

sampled from the tubes enter the gas analyzer in sequence, i.e., LSV6,
LSV5, LSV4, LSV3, LSV2, LSV1, HSV6, HSV5, HSV4, HSV3, HSV2,
HSV1, and top right corner of the VD. For each gas sampling tube,
the measurement continues 210 s in total with 90 s for stabilization
and 120 s for data recording. All of the CO2 concentrations shown in
the following sections are the added tracer gas CO2 concentrations,
i.e., the measured concentration minus the CO2 concentration in
ambient air during that specific experiment.

All control variables and measurement signals were stored by a
computer. The software LabVIEW is used to control the flows and
record the pressure, concentration, and temperature signals.
2.2. Different Designs of VDs. The concept of VD was

introduced in detail in ref 20, where the VD, referred to as mode 1A
here, was investigated under different fluidization velocities and
volatile flow rates. In this work, different designs of the VD are
introduced to achieve a more even volatile distribution along the
length of the VD. Different VDs with different open areas and hole
arrangements are presented in Figure 3. Modes 1A and 1B have the
same open area and number of holes but different hole arrangements.
Mode 1A has an evenly distributed open area along the length of the
VD. However, mode 1B has a less open area at the left side, i.e., the
volatile injection side, but more at the right side, i.e., far away from the
volatile injection side. Modes 2A and 2B have similar arrangements as
modes 1A and 1B, except that modes 2A and 2B have double the
open area as well as double the number of holes.
2.3. Bed Materials. Glass beads are used as bed materials for this

study, with a density of 2600 kg/m3 and a particle size range from 250
to 425 μm, which are similar to the bed materials used in boilers.27

These solids belong to group B in the Geldart classification. The
average particle diameter is 316 μm, corresponding to a single particle
terminal velocity of 2.21 m/s. The minimum fluidization velocity is
0.067 m/s.27 In each experiment, 100 kg of solids was filled into the
riser, yielding a fixed bed height of around 0.5 m.
2.4. Experimental Conditions. Li et al.20 investigated the

effectiveness of the VD concept by comparing the performance of the
VD to mode 1A and results without VD, giving a basic understanding

Figure 3. Different designs of VDs with different open areas and hole arrangement modes (modea 1A/1B and 2A/2B have 58 and 116 distribution
holes, respectively, with 5 mm diameter).
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of how the VD works under different fluidization velocities. It was
found that there is still an uneven lateral distribution of volatiles by
the VD with mode 1A, especially for the low fluidization velocity
cases. Hence, different designs of VD, i.e., modes 1B, 2A, and 2B, with
different open areas and hole arrangements were investigated and
compared to the previous results with mode 1A.20

The influence of the overall fluidization velocity is investigated
using three velocities: 0.6, 0.9, and 3.7 m/s. The concentration of
tracer gas, i.e., CO2, in the simulated volatiles is chosen, first, to ensure
that the lowest CO2 concentration for all of the gas sampling tubes
can be distinguished from the CO2 concentration in air and, second,
to ensure that the highest CO2 concentration is below the maximum
detection limit of the gas analyzer. The share of simulated volatiles of
the total flow, i.e., the volatile percentage, is also chosen to some
certain levels to simulate the different biomass injection rates by
controlling the flow rates of primary air and simulated volatiles. The
specific experimental conditions with the air distributor equipped with
1660 holes (AD1660) are shown in Table 1.

The pressure drop over the air distributor plays an important role
on the fluidization gas distribution above the air distributor and the
fluidization regimes in the riser. Therefore, an investigation on the
performance of different designs of VD with the air distributor with
198 holes (AD198) was performed to identify how the VD works
under different fluidization regimes. The specific operational
conditions with AD198 are presented in Table 2.
2.5. Data Analysis. 2.5.1. Solids Concentration. The solids

concentration at a certain height can be estimated by the pressure
measurements along the height of the riser. The pressures are the
average pressures at different measurement positions during the whole
recording period. The average solids concentration, cs, h d1→2

(kg/m3)
between two pressure measurement positions h1 and h2 can be
estimated as follows:28

=

| |

| |c
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p p

g h h
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gas
h h

1 2

1 2
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2.5.2. Power Spectral Analysis. Power spectral analysis is often
used to determine the dominant frequencies and the frequency
distributions of pressure fluctuations in the fluidized bed, which can
be applied to identify the fluidization regime transitions and validate
the hydrodynamic scaling relationships between the pilot- and full-
scale units.29,30 In this work, power spectral analysis of the pressure
fluctuation signals by fast Fourier transform (FFT), as a more
objective method compared to the time domain analysis, is used to
characterize the fluidization regimes.

Assuming that the time series of the variance in the pressure signals
is divided into L segments with a length of Ns for each segment. The
segments are represented as

= + = =x n x n i N n N i L( ) ( ( 1) ), 1, 2, ..., , 1, 2, ...,i s s

(2)

The time series signal x(n) estimated as the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation sequence is expressed by
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The power spectrum density (PSD) can be performed using FFT,
which is calculated from
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Here, the normalization factor 1/(Ns fs) is used. fs is the sampling
frequency.

The average power spectrum is

=
=
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i

L
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1 (5)

The number of discrete frequencies tested is proportional to the
number of samples in each segment. The frequency resolution or
intervals is Δf = fs/Ns, i.e., 0.0244 Hz in this work. The highest
frequency analyzed (named the Nyquist frequency) is fs/2, i.e., 25 Hz.

The pressure sampling frequency is 50 Hz in this work, which is
sufficient to determine the frequency distribution because the major
frequency range of pressure fluctuations is normally below 10 Hz.30

All frequency spectra shown below are based on the average of 32
sub-spectra, of which each has 2048 samples, to ensure sufficient
accuracy. The pressure signals are from the measurements at the
position 0.03 m above the air distributor and in the wind box.
2.5.3. Standard Deviation of Pressures. The standard deviation of

pressures is one method to estimate the fluctuation amplitude, which
is calculated as

= = x n P

N

( ( ) )n
N

1
2

(6)

where N is the total number of data points, P̅ is the average value, and
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N.
2.5.4. CO2 Ratio. In an ideal case, when the injected volatiles are

perfectly mixed across the whole cross section, the CO2 concentration
at different positions of the cross section will be the same, which is
called the ideal average CO2 concentration in this work. The ideal
average CO2 concentration is calculated on the basis of the CO2 flow
[MFCOd2

(mn
3/h)], air flow used for simulating volatiles [MFSA (mn

3/
h)], and primary air flow [MFPA (mn

3/h)] for the main fluidization.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions with the Air Distributor with 1660 Holes (AD1660)

parameter without VD mode 1A mode 1B mode 2A mode 2B

fluidization velocity u0 (m/s) 0.9 3.7 0.9 0.9 3.7 0.9 0.9 3.7 0.9 0.9 3.7 0.9 0.9 3.7
primary air Vpa (mn

3/h) 235 967 234 235 968 237 237 970 235 236 970 237 237 972
CO2 VCOd2

(Ln/min) 5.6 20.0 5.6 20.0 22.0 5.6 21.6 22.4 5.6 21.6 22.4 5.6 21.6 22.4

simulated volatiles Vsv (mn
3/h) 20 114 19 102 112 28 111 111 28 112 111 29 111 110

volatile percentage Vsv/(Vsv + Vpa) (%) 8 11 7 30 10 10 32 10 11 32 10 11 32 10

Table 2. Experimental Conditions with the Air Distributor with 198 Holes (AD198)

parameter without VD mode 1B mode 2B

fluidization velocity u0 (m/s) 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.6
primary air Vpa (mn

3/h) 240 166 166 238 166 166 237 166 166
CO2 VCOd2

(Ln/min) 21.6 13.0 30.0 21.6 13.0 30.0 21.6 13.0 30.0

simulated volatiles Vsv (mn
3/h) 119 77 128 114 70 122 115 72 123

volatile percentage Vsv/(Vsv + Vpa) (%) 33 32 44 32 30 42 33 30 43
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To compare the horizontal distribution of volatiles in different cases
statistically, a parameter named the CO2 ratio (R) was defined as the
ratio between the measured CO2 concentration [cm (ppm), with CO2
in ambient air subtracted] at each measurement position and the ideal
average CO2 concentration in the cross section of the riser [ccal
(ppm)].

=R
c
c

m

cal (8)

A further analysis based on the CO2 ratios at different positions of the
higher level is conducted to evaluate the overall performance of the
different VDs under different operational conditions with different air
distributors. Here are the parameters used for the evaluations.

The average CO2 ratio over the six horizontal measurement
positions.
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The standard deviation of the CO2 ratios.
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The relative standard deviation of the CO2 ratios.

= ×
c
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100%
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The ratio between the highest CO2 ratio (cH) and the lowest CO2
ratio (cL) at the six positions of the higher level is also calculated,
which is expressed as cH/cL.
2.5.5. Dense Bed Height Estimation Inside the VD. The bed

material inside the VD is fluidized by the continuous bottom inflow
from the main riser into the VD. The height of the dense bed inside

the VD, hb (see a sketch of the side view in Figure 4), is estimated
from pressure measurements. Geometry gives

=h h h hb hole bottom (12)

where hbottom is the distance from the air distributor plate to the lower
edge of the VD, hhole is the distance from the distributor plate to the
level of distribution holes of the VD, and Δh is the distance between

the top of the dense bed surface inside the VD and the level of
distribution holes. Δh can be estimated from the pressure difference
between the inside VD and the main bed at the hole height, and the
measured pressure gradient dp/dh on the outside of the VD is
assumed to be similar to that inside the VD.

=
| |

h
p p

p hd /d
in out

(13)

In this work, the superficial gas velocity inside the VD is also
estimated by two methods described in a previous work.20 The first
method is based on an estimation of the gas velocity through the
distribution holes.31 The second method is based on the assumption
that the ratio between the average CO2 concentration inside the VD
and the average CO2 concentration in the riser at the HSV level is
corresponding to the ratio between the CO2 concentration measured
at the right top corner of the VD and the CO2 concentration
measured at HSV6.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Solids Concentration Profile. The vertical profile of

solids concentration in the riser gives a basic overview of the
different fluid dynamic zones established. Figure 5 presents the
vertical distributions of the bed materials with different VD
configurations, different air distributors, and different flows of
fluidization air and simulated volatiles. All cases with
fluidization velocities of 0.6 and 0.9 m/s show the existence
of the dense bed at the bottom part, because the solids
densities measured on the basis of the first two pressure
measurements, i.e., at 0.03 and 0.12 m above the air
distributor, are above 718 kg/m3, which means that the
bubble volume fraction is lower than 0.5.27 However, the cases
with the fluidization velocity of 3.7 m/s in Figure 5d give lower
solids concentrations at the bottom. There is a significant
difference in the solids concentration in the bottom region
between the case without VD and the cases with different VDs
under 3.7 m/s fluidization velocity. With VD, the solids
concentration for the cases with 3.7 m/s velocity goes down at
first and then goes up until it reaches the main descending
trend at 0.47 m, as shown in Figure 5d. Thus, the solids
concentration in the bottom region is lower than that in the
case without VD. The installation of the VD occupies one-
third width of the bottom riser, which results in a higher
fluidization velocity and lower solids concentration at the
height of VD installation, i.e., 114−470 mm. It is clear that
solids are displaced to the region above the VD. The same
trend was also found in the previous work.20 There is no major
difference in the solids concentration in the bottom region for
the cases with and without the VD when the fluidization
velocity is low, i.e., 0.6 or 0.9 m/s. As shown in Figure 5b, there
is no big difference in the solids concentration profile at the
bottom of the riser when different air distributors (ADs) or
different VD configurations are applied. Increase of the volatile
flow rate does not give an obvious influence on the solids
concentration, as shown in Figure 5c.
3.2. Fluidization Regimes at the Bottom. 3.2.1. Fluid-

ization at the Bottom Riser. The transparent front plate of the
riser provides the opportunity to visualize the fluidization in
the riser bottom. Figure 6 illustrates the bubble flow under
different operational conditions with different VDs and ADs. It
is clear that the bubble size with AD1660 (panels d and e of
Figure 6) is much larger than that with AD198 (panels j and k
of Figure 6), even though the operational conditions are the
same.

Figure 4. Sketch of the side view of the bottom part of the riser.
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When the volatile percentage is low, i.e., around 10%, the
bubbles with AD1660 form at the riser bottom and grow
bigger inside the VD until the particles are carried to the top of
the VD (panels a−c of Figure 6). As the volatile flow is
increased, i.e., 30% of the total flow (panels d−f of Figure 6),
the bubble growth inside the VD is inhibited and the dense
bed surface is pushed to a lower height. Thereby, most of the
bubbles inside the VD erupt at a middle height of the VD.
When the bubbles erupt at the bed surface, the pushed out
particles above the bubble are blown to the right side, i.e., the
opposing side of volatile inlet, by the injected simulated
volatiles. This phenomenon can also be found with smaller
bubbles in the cases with AD198 (panels l−o of Figure 6).

According to panels g−i of Figure 6, it is obvious that there
is much more diluted solids concentration inside the VD at the
bottom when the fluidization velocity is 3.7 m/s compared to
other cases. It is consistent with the solids concentration
profile results derived from the pressure measurements in the
former section. Because a fluidization velocity of 3.7 m/s gives
a diluted solids concentration at the bottom and the simulated
volatile flow rate is large, a clear left-to-right trend of particles
can also be observed under this operational condition.

The videos recorded on the riser bottom under different
conditions are available on the internet.32

3.2.2. Fluidization Regime Characterization. In this
section, the analysis on the pressure fluctuations in the bed
and in the wind box is conducted to characterize the
fluidization regimes at the bottom riser.

Before the bed is fully fluidized, the pressure fluctuation
originates from the blower at a low primary air flow rate. It
propagates to the wind box after the attenuation by the gas
pipe and valves and then to the bed through the air distributor.
However, in the bubbling regime, the pressure in the wind box
is mainly influenced by the bubble behavior in the bed.29

Examples of the pressure behavior are presented in Figure 7.
The pressure variations (panels a and b of Figure 7) show an
obvious regularity, which may be caused by large single
bubbles (Figure 6d). The frequencies and amplitudes of the
pressure variations measured in the wind box and at 0.03 m are
similar. This can be illustrated by power spectrum density
analysis (panels a and b of Figure 8). Both frequency spectra at
the wind box and in the bed show a sharp peak at somewhat
below 1 Hz, which are similar to the results from a previous
work performed in this experimental system.26 The sharp peak
in the frequency spectrum means a strong periodicity of the
formation and eruption of the bubbles, which was charac-
terized as a single bubble regime. In the single bubble regime,
most of the bubbles rise up in the center of the bed and the gas
flow is discontinuous because of the periodically formed and
erupted bubbles. As the fluidization velocity increases from 0.9
to 3.7 m/s, there are more irregular bubbles (panels c and d of
Figure 8), which contain more particles than bubbles at lower
velocity, i.e., single bubble regime. These irregular bubbles
tend to explode at the surface of the bed, which are called
exploding bubbles.26

When the air distributor is changed to AD198 from
AD1660, the pressure variation periodicity is uneven and the

Figure 5. Solids concentration profile along the height of the riser with different AD and VD configurations under different operational conditions.
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variation amplitudes differ by a factor of higher than 10 for the
pressure in the wind box and at 0.03 m (panels e and f of
Figure 7). The pressure vibrates in the ranges of 20.6−21.5 kPa
in the wind box and 4−15 kPa at 0.03 m, respectively. The
multiple and different sizes of bubbles (Figure 6k) may be the

reason for the uneven periodicity. The wide range of

frequencies from 1 to 3 Hz in Figure 8f further reflects that

there are numerous bubbles with different sizes and formation

frequencies in this so-called multiple bubble regime.

Figure 6. Captured photos of the bottom riser with different VDs and ADs under different experimental conditions.
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The pressure oscillating ranges in the wind box and in the
bed are quite similar, i.e., around 7 kPa, under 0.9 m/s
fluidization velocity with AD1660. However, they change to
around 0.8 and 10 kPa, respectively, under 0.9 m/s fluidization
velocity with AD198. This is caused by the different pressure
drops over the air distributor, as presented in Table 3, which
increases from 0.58 to 11.74 kPa. When the resistance of the
air distributor is low, the local fluidization air flow rate is higher
where the pressure right above the distributor is low. For the
AD1660 case, the air distributor pressure drop is less than 10%
of that of the entire bed. The fluidization air tends to flow
continuously into the bubble formed above the air distributor
and make the large single bubble formed in the AD1660 case.

The correlation between the pressures in the wind box and
at 0.03 m in the bed was analyzed on the basis of the CORREL
function in Excel. The correlation coefficient is used to
determine how well the pressures between in the wind box and
in the bed are correlated. As a result of the lower pressure drop
across the AD1660 compared to AD198, the interaction
between the bed and the air supply system is stronger, which
can be indicated by the correlation coefficients in Table 3. The
correlation coefficients in the AD1660 case are close to 1, and
those in the AD198 case are close to 0, which means that the
pressures in panels a and b or panels c and d of Figure 7 are
much more correlated than those in panels e and f or panels g
and h of Figure 7. The stronger interaction would be another
way to distinguish the exploding bubble regime from the
multiple bubble regime, because the multiple bubble regime
has less correlated pressures in the wind box and in the bed
and larger difference in the frequency spectrum between in bed
and in the wind box, as shown in Figure 8.

When the fluidization velocity is lowered from 0.9 to 0.6 m/
s with AD198, the pressure fluctuates with lower frequency and

the amplitude is lower (panels g and h of Figure 7). The
pressure oscillating range at 0.03 m is 6−12 kPa in the 0.6 m/s
case compared to 5−15 kPa in the 0.9 m/s case. Similarly, the
PSD at 0.9 m/s is almost twice than that at 0.6 m/s (panels f−
h of Figure 8). These changes are caused by different bubble
sizes and displacement velocities as a result of higher
fluidization velocity in the bubbling regime with the same air
distributor. The frequency spectra of pressure fluctuations in
these two cases show a similar fluidization regime, except for
the slight difference in the fluctuation frequency. The
frequency distribution under 0.6 m/s is narrower than that
under 0.9 m/s, because ΔpAD changes from 11.74 to 5.55 kPa
and the pressure ratio decreases from 134 to 61%, as shown in
Table 3.

It is clear that the increased pressure drop over the air
distributor by either high fluidization velocity or less open area
of the air distributor ensures more uniform distribution of
fluidization gas, i.e., wider frequency distribution range.
3.2.3. Pressure Difference between Inside and Outside the

VD. Table 4 shows the pressures inside and outside the VD
with different VD configurations and air distributors under
different fluidization velocities and simulated volatile flow
rates. In general, the average pressure outside the VD is always
lower than that inside the VD, which means that the dense bed
surface inside the VD is always below the level of the
distribution holes.

As a consequence of doubling the open area of the VD, i.e.,
from mode 1B to mode 2B, the pressure difference between
inside and outside of the VD, i.e., Pin − Pout, becomes smaller
for both air distributors as Table 4 shows. However, this is not
observed at high fluidization velocity because the solids
concentration at the bottom is low and there is no obvious
dense bed inside the VD. In addition, the average pressure

Figure 7. Pressure signal series measured in the wind box and at 0.03 m with VD mode 1B and different ADs under different operational
conditions.
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drop under similar operational conditions with AD1660 does
not change very much when the VD is changed from mode 2B
to mode 2A.

Table 4 also shows that a higher flow rate of simulated
volatiles generally gives a higher standard deviation of the
pressure inside the VD, i.e., Pin, which indicates more vigorous
oscillations of the bed inside the VD.

The standard deviation of the pressure outside the VD, with
the sampling location as indicated in Figure 4, decreases
significantly when the AD is changed from a low to high
pressure drop, i.e., as the fluidization regime goes from the
single bubble to multiple bubble regime. However, the
standard deviation of the pressure difference, i.e., Pin − Pout,
in the single bubble regime is lower than that in the multiple
bubble regime, which is caused by the higher correlation of

Figure 8. Power spectrum density of the pressure signal in the wind box and in the bed at 0.3 m with different ADs.
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pressure fluctuations between inside and outside the VD in the
single bubble regime compared to the multiple bubble regime.
3.3. Horizontal Distribution of Volatiles. 3.3.1. Tracer

Gas Concentration Signals. Figure 9 presents three examples
of the CO2 concentration signals recorded at different
measurement positions under similar operational conditions
with different VD configurations, cf. Figure 3, and without VD.
A higher CO2 concentration was detected at positions that are
close to the simulated volatile injection port, i.e., HSV1 and
HSV2, in the case without VD, i.e., Figure 9a. The impact of
inserting a VD (mode 1A in this case) is shown in Figure 9b,
yielding a more even CO2 distribution at the higher level of
measurement positions. As for the different arrangement of the

holes, mode 1B in Figure 9c yields a higher CO2 concentration
in locations further away from the simulated volatile injection
port, as compared to mode 1A.
3.3.2. Performance of VDs with Different Configurations

in the Single Bubble Regime. According to the definition of
the CO2 ratio, it would be 1 under ideal conditions of mixing.
However, as a result of the imperfect lateral dispersion and
mixing, the CO2 ratio is larger than 1 at the simulated volatile
injection side and lower than 1 at the opposing side. The
average CO2 ratio over the six horizontal measurement
positions is generally close to 1, as shown in Table 6, which
means that the CO2 concentrations measured at the six
positions are representative of the real CO2 distribution at this
level. However, the average CO2 ratio deviates from 1 under
some operating conditions, in particular in single and
exploding bubble regimes. There is a reason to expect a
deviation between measured and actual average CO2
concentrations. According to the two-phase theory of fluid-
ization, there is a small flow of gas moving upward in the dense
phase and a larger flow moving upward at a much higher
velocity through bubbles33 and bypass flow.34 For the gas
extracted by the suction probes, the rapidly moving gas will not
be represented in proportion to its flow and, thus, underrated.
This rapidly moving gas flow originates from the bottom air
and would therefore start with a low CO2 concentration. The
ratio measured will then be dependent upon the extent to
which the gas added to the VD is sucked into this rapid gas
flow. Generally, it would be expected that more of the gas from
the VD goes into the dense phase when the pressure drop over
the distribution holes is high, i.e., modes 1A and 1B, and that
more of the VD gas goes into the rapid gas flow when there is
no VD, which also agrees with observations. Furthermore, the
rapid bypass flow would be greater in the single bubble and

Table 3. Analysis of Pressures over the Air Distributor and
the Whole Riser

parameter AD1660 AD198

fluidization
velocity

u0 (m/s) 0.9 3.7 0.9 0.6

gauge pressure in
the wind box

pwindbox (kPa) 9.50 10.43 20.77 14.89

gauge pressure at
the bottom of
the riser

p0 (kPa) 8.92 7.45 9.04 9.34

gauge pressure at
the top of the
riser

p8 (kPa) 0.27 0.89 0.29 0.17

pressure drop
over the air
distributor

ΔpAD (kPa) 0.58 2.98 11.74 5.55

pressure drop
along the riser

Δpriser (kPa) 8.65 6.56 8.75 9.16

pressure ratio ΔpAD/Δpriser (%) 7 45 134 61
correlation

coefficient
0.98 0.85 0.21 0.26

Table 4. Average and Standard Deviation Values of Pressures Inside and Outside the VD with Different VD Configurations
and ADs
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exploding bubble regimes than in the multiple bubble regime.
This agrees with Figure 12, where the multiple bubble regime
has a somewhat lower average CO2 ratio.

Figure 10 presents the CO2 ratios at different positions with
VDs of different configurations in the single bubble regime.
Modes 1B and 2B give a more uniform horizontal distribution
at the higher level compared to modes 1A and 2A. Because the
simulated volatiles are injected from the left side, more
simulated volatiles would be distributed through the holes near
the injection port as a result of the imperfect mixing inside the
VD when the distribution holes are evenly distributed, i.e.,
modes 1A and 2A. When the configuration of the distribution
holes is uneven, i.e., modes 1B and 2B, more of the injected
simulated volatiles are forced to flow to the right side, thus
providing a more even distribution along the length of the
distributor.

Modes 1A and 1B give a more even horizontal distribution
at the higher level compared to modes 2A and 2B, respectively.
Less open area gives a higher pressure drop over the
distribution holes and, thus, lower flow. This means that the
dilution of the gas in the VD with gas coming from below is
reduced. Assuming that the gas added from below is equal
along the length of the VD, it is obvious that the dilution will
reduce the CO2 concentration along the length of the VD.
Thus, the concentration of CO2 in the gas going through the
holes will fall more along the length of the VD when dilution is
increased. This fall will give a less even distribution.

There are mainly two sources of the simulated volatiles at
the lower level, i.e., leakage from the bottom of the VD and
back mixing near the walls.20 As Figure 10 shows, the
horizontal distributions at the lower level are similar for modes
1A and 2A. However, there is a large decrease in the CO2 ratio
at LSV1 from mode 1B to mode 2B, even though the CO2
ratio at HSV1 is similar, which indicates that a larger open area
of the distribution holes of mode 2B reduces the bottom
leakage of the VD dramatically.

In general, uneven hole distribution and smaller hole area
provide a more even horizontal profile of the simulated
volatiles. However, the bottom leakage should be considered,
because less open area on VD gives a greater risk of bottom
leakage.
3.3.3. Influence of Simulated Volatile Flow Rates on the

VD Performance. Figure 11 shows the horizontal distribution
of the simulated volatiles by modes 1B and 2B at a fluidization
velocity of 0.9 m/s with different simulated volatile flow rates.
Increased simulated volatile flows result in significant improve-
ment of the horizontal distribution at the higher level,
especially for mode 1B, which has less open area than mode
2B. The CO2 ratio at LSV1 is high when the simulated volatile
flow is high for mode 1B, even though the corresponding CO2
ratio at HSV1 is much lower than with low volatile flow. This
indicates increased leakage when the simulated volatile flow is
increased.

Hence, more volatiles would improve the uniformity of the
horizontal distribution and also increase the bottom leakage.
3.3.4. Influence of Fluidization Regimes on the VD

Performance. In this work, the exploding bubble regime was
achieved by increasing the fluidization velocity to 3.7 m/s from
0.9 m/s with AD1660. Moreover, the multiple bubble regime
was achieved by changing the air distributor to AD198 from
AD1660. Figure 12 shows that the VD provides a better

Figure 9. CO2 concentration signals at different measurement
positions with or without the VD.

Figure 10. Performance of VDs with different configurations with
AD1660.
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horizontal distribution in the single bubble regime and
exploding bubble regime than in the multiple bubble regime.

Furthermore, the bottom leakage from the VD in the single
bubble regime is larger, especially at LSV1, which is near the
simulated volatile injection side, compared to the multiple
bubble regime and exploding bubble regime. This is because of
the larger single bubbles formed at the riser bottom and the
more violent bed fluctuations inside the VD.
3.3.5. Influence of Fluidization Velocities in the Multiple

Bubble Regime. There is no significant influence on the
horizontal distribution of volatiles from the fluidization velocity
decreasing from 0.9 to 0.6 m/s in the multiple bubble regime
as Figure 13 shows. However, the CO2 ratio at LSV1 is
reduced to 0 by decreasing the fluidization velocity. It is
because a lower fluidization velocity decreases the back mixing
of gases.35

3.4. Fluidization Inside the VD. Table 5 shows the
estimated dense bed height and fluidization velocity inside the
VD. As seen, the height of the dense bed inside the VD
decreases with the increase of the simulated volatile
percentage. The correlation is weaker for VDs with a larger
open area.

Furthermore, when the fluidization velocity is increased
from 0.6 to 0.9 m/s in the multiple bubble regime and the
simulated volatile percentage in the riser is kept similar, the
dense bed height inside the VD decreases. However, it
decreases less when the open area of the distribution holes of
the VD is larger. This finding is similar to previous work when
the fluidization velocity is increased from 1 to 3 m/s with
AD1660. The same percentage of simulated volatiles but with
increased flow rates of fluidization air and simulated volatiles
gives a higher pressure drop over the distribution holes. At the
same time, the increased fluidization velocity gives less
pressure gradient outside the VD at the bottom, which
would make the dense bed height lower.

Moreover, given a number of holes in the VD, their
distribution and fluidization regimes (single or multiple
bubbles) do not give a big difference in the pressure drop
over the holes and the estimated bed height inside the VD
under similar conditions.

Table 5 presents the results calculated on the basis of the
two methods described in section 2.5. There are negative
values for the bottom air flow rates and the fluidization velocity
inside the VD for the fluidization velocity of 3.7 m/s, which
could be explained by inaccuracy of the pressure measure-
ments or the parameters chosen for the calculation, i.e., the
orifice discharge coefficient. However, the trends observed
from the values of the fluidization velocity inside the VD and
the bottom air flow through the distribution holes of the VD
make sense.

The fluidization velocity inside the VD decreases with a
raised simulated volatile fraction under otherwise similar
conditions. When both the overall fluidization velocity and
the simulated volatile flow are raised proportionally using
AD198, i.e., the 30% case, the fluidization velocity inside the
VD decreases as well. This trend is the same as in the previous
work.20

Further, the different VD configurations do not affect the
fluidization velocity inside the VD that much when the
operational conditions are similar. However, the fluidization
velocity inside the VD decreases when the air distributor is
changed from AD1660 to AD198 under the same operational
conditions and with the same VD according to the first
calculation method. For the second calculation method, the
fluidization velocity inside the VD decreases for the mode 1B
case but increases slightly for the mode 2B case. Because the
hole arrangements of the VD modes 1B and 2B have less open

Figure 11. Performance of VDs under different simulated volatile flow
rates.

Figure 12. Performance of VD mode 1B under different fluidization
regimes (single bubble regime, u0 = 0.9 m/s and Vsv = 32% with
AD1660; multiple bubble regime, u0 = 0.9 m/s and Vsv = 32% with
AD198; and exploding bubble regime, u0 = 3.7 m/s and Vsv = 10%
with AD1660).

Figure 13. Performance of VD mode 1B under different fluidization
velocities in the multiple bubble regime.
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area at the left side and more open area at the right side, the
second calculation method for the fluidization velocity inside
the VD is considered less appropriate. Hence, the first method
is considered more relevant. There is less bottom air flow
through the VD in the multiple bubble regime than in the
single bubble regime when the operational conditions and the
VD are the same.
3.5. Overall Influences of Different ADs and VDs.

Table 6 summarizes the results of the experiments with

different VD configurations. The standard deviation of the
CO2 ratios at different horizontal positions, together with the
relative standard deviation and the ratio between the highest
and lowest concentration, gives an overall evaluation on the
uniformity of the horizontal distribution of the simulated
volatiles by different VDs.

It shows that the VD in modes 1B and 2B has better overall
performance for the horizontal distribution. Furthermore, the
SD, RSD and cH/cL are smallest for the exploding bubble

Table 5. Fluidization Parameters Inside the VD

Table 6. Statistical Evaluation on the Performance of Different VDs under Different Experimental Conditions
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regime, middle for the single bubble regime, and largest for the
multiple bubble regime.

Because the pressure drop over the VD distribution holes are
similar between the single bubble regime and multiple bubble
regime, the gas mixing inside the VD is mainly affected by the
bubble regime and larger single bubbles in the main riser give
better gas mixing with simulated volatiles compared to the
smaller multiple bubbles. Another potential reason is that the
turbulent horizontal volatile dispersion is improved by the
more pronounced coalescence of larger bubbles in the single
bubble regime compared to that in the multiple bubble regime.

Generally, the VDs with less open area or larger simulated
volatile flow give a better horizontal tracer distribution across
the cross section by comparing the values of SD, RSD, and cH/
cL in Table 6.

4. CONCLUSION
The fluidization regime (single, multiple, or exploding bubble
regime) established at the dense bottom region has a strong
impact on the performance of the VD and, thus, has
implications on the design and practical application of the
VD. Generally, the VD works best in the exploding bubble
regime.

Under both single and multiple bubble regimes, larger
release of volatiles will cause more pronounced bed oscillations
inside the VD and decrease the bed level inside the VD as a
result of the higher pressure drop over the distribution holes of
the VD. A doubling of the open area of the VD would lower
the pressure drop over the inside and outside of the VD, which
moderates the decrease in bed level inside the VD. However,
different VD hole arrangements, i.e., even or uneven hole
distribution, do not affect the VD bed pressure difference, the
gas velocity, or dense bed height inside the VD significantly.

The multiple bubble regime gives lower pressure fluctuation
amplitude outside the VD compared to the single bubble
regime because of the smaller bubbles formed. However, the
standard deviation of Pin − Pout increases because the pressure
fluctuations inside and outside the VD are less correlated in
comparison to the single bubble regime. Less bottom air and
lower fluidization velocity inside the VD are achieved when the
single bubble regime is changed to the multiple bubble regime
under the similar operational conditions.

Both uneven distribution of the holes and less open area in
the VD give a more even distribution of the simulated volatiles.
Furthermore, the VD works better in the single bubble regime
compared to the multiple bubble regime because the larger
bubble movements and coalescence in the single bubble
regime help the gas mixing inside the VD and the simulated
volatile horizontal dispersion outside the VD. However, the
bottom leakage may be higher when the volatile flow rate is
high, when the open area of the distribution holes is small, or
when the single bubble regime is applied. In the single bubble
regime, the simulated volatiles detected at the lower level near
the bottom opening of the VD are caused by both gas back
mixing and bottom leakage. In the multiple bubble regime,
there is no obvious bottom leakage found and the detected
simulated volatiles at the lower level are caused by the gas back
mixing.
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■ NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations
AD198 = air distributor with 198 holes
AD1660 = air distributor with 1660 holes
BECCS = bioenergy carbon capture and storage
bio-CLC = chemical looping combustion of biomass
CLC = chemical looping combustion
CLOU = chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling
FFT = fast Fourier transform
HSV = high-level sampled volatiles
LSV = low-level sampled volatiles
PSD = power spectral density
RSD = relative standard deviation
SD = standard deviation
VD = volatile distributor

Notations
A = open area of the orifices (m2)
ccal = ideal average CO2 concentration in the cross section of
the riser (ppm)
cm = measured CO2 concentration (ppm)
cs,h1→2

= solids concentration in the middle of h1 and h2 (kg/
m3)
cVD,mea = CO2 concentration measured inside VD (ppm)
cVD,avg = average CO2 concentration inside VD (ppm)
c ̅ = average CO2 ratio
cH/cL = ratio between the highest and lowest CO2
concentration at HSV
Cd = orifice discharge coefficient
dp/dh = pressure drop gradient (kPa/m)
fs = pressure sampling frequency (Hz)
Δf = frequency resolution (Hz)
F( f) = Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence of
the time series of pressure signals (kPa)
g = acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
h1 and h2 = different heights of the pressure measurement
positions (m)
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hb = dense bed height inside the VD (m)
hbottom = height of the bottom of the VD (m)
hhole = height of the distribution holes (m)
Δh = distance between the dense bed height inside the VD
and the distribution hole level (m)
L = number of pressure signal segments
MFCO2

= CO2 flow (mn
3/h)

MFSA = air flow used for simulating volatiles (mn
3/h)

MFPA = primary air flow for the main fluidization (mn
3/h)

Ns = length of segments of the pressure signals
Pxx( f) = power spectrum density (kPa2/Hz)
pwindbox = pressure inside the wind box (kPa)
p0 = pressure at the bottom of the riser (kPa)
p8 = pressure at the top of the riser (kPa)
ΔpAD = pressure drop over the air distributor (kPa)
Δpriser = pressure drop along the riser (kPa)
ph1

and ph2
= pressures measured at height h1 and h2 (kPa)

pin = pressure inside the VD measured at the top right
corner (kPa)
pout = pressure outside the VD measured at the back side of
the riser at the distribution hole level (kPa)
p̅ = average pressure (kPa)
u0 = fluidization velocity (m/s)
uVD and uVD′ = fluidization velocity inside the VD based on
two calculation methods (m/s)
v = orifice velocity (m/s)
Vba and Vba′ = bottom air flow from the main riser to the VD
based on two calculation methods (mn

3/h)
VCO2

= CO2 flow rate (mn
3/h)

Vpa = primary air flow rate (mn
3/h)

Vsv = simulated volatile flow rate (mn
3/h)

Vorifice = orifice gas flow (mn
3/h)

xi(n) = time series of pressure signals (kPa)
ρgas = density of gas (air) (kg/m3)
ρs = density of bed materials (kg/m3)
σ = standard deviation of pressures (kPa)
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